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Bubble column reactors basically consist of a vertical cylinder filled by a liquid phase in which a gas phase is 
distributed in the liquid at the column bottom by an appropriate distributor system and moves along the column 
in the form of bubbles. The aim of a bubble column is to control the rate of mass transfer and reaction 
between the phases. The liquid phase is modelled as a continuous phase and can be operated in batch mode, 
or it may move co-currently or counter-currently to the flow of the gas phase. Two-phase and slurry bubble 
columns are widely used in the chemical- and biochemical industry for carrying out gas-liquid and gas-liquid-
solid (catalytic) reaction; in particular, they are used for microalgae growth, aerobic fermentations processes, 
aerobic treatment of small quantities of highly polluted effluents, as well as oxidation, hydrogenation, 
chlorination, chemical gas cleaning and, also various biotechnological applications. In this paper, the mass 
transfer of CH4 to liquid in a bubble column was investigated by means of Computational Fluid Dynamic 
simulations in a turbulent regime. The effects of the variation of the most significant fluid dynamic parameters, 
such as inlet gas velocity, on CH4 concentration in the liquid phase and mass transfer from gas to liquid were 
studied by using COMSOL Multiphysics® Modeling Software. Results point out that the higher inlet velocities, 
the higher the mass transfer rate, which trend shows a pick after which it reduces to zero when CH4 
concentration in the liquid becomes equal to saturation one.  

1. Introduction

Bubble columns are vertical reactors with a gas distribution system at the bottom, which feeds gas in the form 
of bubbles in a liquid phase (Musmarra et al., 1992). They are widely used in many chemical and biochemical 
processes due to their numerous advantages such as good heat and mass transfer, no moving parts, ease of 
operation, and low operating and maintenance costs (Karatza et al., 2010; Prisciandaro et al., 2009; Sanchez-
Forero et al., 2013). In the last years, many studies were based on the use of computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) for modelling gas-liquid flows and mass transfer (Becker et al., 1994; Mudde and Simonin, 1999). CFD 
simulations make it possible to describe the fluid dynamics, the ongoing interactions, the reactive mass 
transfer, as well as to understand processes occurring in bubble columns (Mühlbauer et al., 2019). Two main 
approaches have been used to simulate the flow in bubble columns: (i) the Euler–Lagrange approach, in 
which the fluid flow properties are determined by tracking the motion and properties of the particles as a 
function of time; (ii) the Euler–Euler approach, in which the fluid properties are expressed as functions of 
space and time. The choice between the two approaches defines the physical model representative of the 
gas-liquid interactions (Gemello, 2018). The turbulence is a key element in CFD simulations, which improves 
heat and mass transfer rates. Different approaches can be used for turbulence modelling: i.e. k-ε, Realisable 
k-ε, Algebraic yPlus, L-VEL, k-ω, SST, Low Reynolds number k-ω, Spalart Allmaras e v2-f (CFD Module 
COMSOL User ’s Guide, 2019). The mass transfer of gas into the liquid medium is one of the fundamental 
parameters to evaluate the reactor performance (Chaumat et al., 2005). According to the two-film theory, the 
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amount of gas transferred is proportional, through the mass transfer coefficient kL, to the concentration 
gradient and the interfacial area, a (Garcia-Ochoa and Gomez, 2005). Methane is a cheap substrate, widely 
available not only as natural gases but also as biogas (Rahnama et al., 2012). It can be used for the 
production of biopolymers by methanotrophic bacteria, and its utilisation by bacteria for the production of 
biopolymers in bubble column bioreactors is widely experimentally demonstrated (García-Pérez et al., 2018; 
Rodríguez et al., 2020); however, the production of biopolymer at large scales requires modelling and 
numerical simulations (Levett et al., 2016). In this work, the modelling of the mass transfer of methane (CH4), 
as gas phase, in water, as liquid phase, was carried out by using the COMSOL Multiphysics® Modeling 
Software, in which Euler-Euler approach in bubbly flow physics and turbulence k-ε model were implemented. 
The dynamic of the mass transfer was investigated by varying two parameters: (i) holes number of the inlet 
section (1 or 10 holes with 0.003 m diameter) and (ii) inlet gas velocities vin (0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 m/s). 

2. Models and methods

2.1 Equations of the governing model 

The bubbly flow model with two phases (methane gas in liquid water), according to which momentum, 
continuity, and energy equations are solved for each computational step, was used for the modelling (CFD 
Module COMSOL User ’s Guide, 2019). The turbulence model used is k-ε coupled with bubble-induced 
turbulence. 
The equation of motion is reported in the following: ϕ ρ ∂u∂t + ϕ ρ u ∙ ∇u = −∇p + ∇ ∙ ϕ (μ + μ )(∇u + ∇u − 23 (∇u )I + ϕ ρ g + F (1) 

where  
• ul is the velocity vector (SI unit: m/s)
• p is the pressure (SI unit: Pa)
• ϕ is the phase volume fraction (SI unit: m3/m3)
• ρ is the density (SI unit: kg/m3)
• g is the gravity vector (SI unit: m/s2)
• F is any additional volume force (SI unit: N/m3)
• μl is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid (SI unit: Pa·s), and
• μT is the turbulent viscosity (SI unit: Pa·s)
The subscripts “l” and “g” denote quantities related to the liquid phase and the gas phase, respectively. 
The continuity equation (Equation 2) and the gas phase transport equation (Equation 3) are reported below: ∂∂t (ρ ϕ + ρ ϕ )		 + ∇ ∙ (ρ ϕ u + ρ ϕ u ) = 0 (2) ∂(ρ ϕ )∂t + ∇ ∙ (ρ ϕ u ) = −m  (3) 

where mgl is the mass transfer rate from the gas to the liquid (SI unit: kg/(m3·s)).The mass transfer rate from 
the gas to the liquid mgl is modelled according to the two-film theory(CFD Module COMSOL User ’s Guide, 
2019): m = k (c∗ − c)	M	a (4) 
where kL is the mass transfer coefficient (SI unit: m/s), c is the dissolved gas concentration in liquid (SI unit: 
mol/m3), M is molecular weight of species (SI unit: kg/mol), a is the interfacial area per volume (SI unit: m2/m3); 
while Henry’s law allows calculating the equilibrium concentration c*	of gas dissolved in liquid:  c∗ = p + pH (5) 

where H is Henry’s constant and pref reference pressure (SI unit: Pa) (CFD Module COMSOL User ’s Guide, 
2019). For the two-film theory, the concentration of the dissolved gas needs to be calculated by adding a 
Transport of Diluted Species interface by means of the solution of the following equation:  ∂c∂t + ∇ ∙ ( 	u ) = 	∇(D∇c) + mM (6) 

The interfacial area a (SI unit: m2/m3) can be calculated by using the number density, n, and the volume 
fraction of gas per unit volume, ϕ  (CFD Module COMSOL User ’s Guide, 2019): a = (4nπ) (3ϕ ) /  (7) 

The Mass transfer coefficient kL is an input data of the model and was calculated by using the typical 
approach based on Sherwood number, Sh, diffusivity of gas in liquid, Dgas,liquid (SI unit: m2/s), and bubble 
diameter db (SI unit: m): 
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k = Sh	D ,d (8) 

Sherwood number Sh for rising large bubbles of gas in liquid as continuous phase (db >2 mm) was calculated 
according to Equation 9 (Calderbank et al., 1970): Sh = 1.13		Sc / 	Re /  (9) 
Where Sc and Re represent Schmidt and Reynolds non-dimensional numbers and were calculated from 
Equations 10 and 11, respectively (Perry et al., 1997): Sc = μρ 	D , (10) Re = 	d 	ρ 	v 	μ (11) v  is the terminal velocity of bubble calculated according to the following equation (Bird et al., 2002): = 8		 	 	ρ 	 (12) 

FD is the drag force calculated according to Equation 13, and CD is the Drag coefficient was assumed equal to 
0.44 for turbulent flow (Bird et al., 2002): = 	 	 	(ρ 	 − ρ )6 (13) 

2.2 Simulation process 

The physic-chemical properties, such as density and dynamic viscosity, of methane and water were defined 
according to the COMSOL Multiphysics® materials’ properties database. The geometry of the column was 
assumed to be rectangular 0.5 m large and 1.5 m high. Geometrical column properties are the same used by 
several researchers (Becker et al., 1994; Mudde and Simonin, 1999). Inlet of gas phase was modelled as 1 
hole with 0.003 m diameter and 10 holes with 0.003 m diameter. Bubble diameter, db, was set equal to the 
inlet (0.003 m). The problem was solved in two-dimensional geometry and finer free triangular mesh was built 
in the whole domain. The system temperature was set to 298.15 K. The reference pressure was equal to 
101,325 Pa; the pressure in the column was set in the Fluid Properties interface according to the following 
equation (CFD Module COMSOL User ’s Guide, 2019):  p = (	ρ ϕ + 	ρ ϕ ) ( − ) (14) 

where y is y-axis coordinate [m] and Hcolumn is the column’s height (1.5 m). y-axis coordinate is equal to 0 m 
and 1.5 m at the bottom and the top of the bubble column, respectively. Three gas velocities were 
investigated: 0.3 m/s, 0.5 m/s, and 0.7 m/s for both inlet configurations (inlet configurations: 1 hole or 10 
holes).Table 1 summarises the CH4 flow rate fed to the bubble column for both the inlet configurations at the 
inlet velocities investigated, respectively.  

Table 1. CH4 gas flow rate for the investigated inlet configurations 

vin=0.3 m/s vin=0.5 m/s vin=0.7 m/s 
Inlet holes number CH4 Flow rate [m3/s] CH4 Flow rate [m3/s] CH4 Flow rate [m3/s] 

1 2.12 x 10-5 3.5 x 10-5 4.9 x 10-5 
10 2.12 x 10-4 3.5 x 10-4 4.9 x 10-4 

3. Results and discussion

The non-dimensional group Re, Sc, and Sh were equal to 1004, 598 and 876, respectively, highlighting the 
condition of the incipient turbulence regime. The mass transfer coefficient kL value was equal to 0.00044 m/s, 
which is comparable with the literature values (Reeves, 1988). In Figure 1.a and Figure 1.b dissolved CH4 
concentration in function of the time is showed for 1-hole and 10-holes inlet configurations, respectively, at the 
column height y=1.125 m. As it can be seen, the higher the inlet velocity, the lower the saturation time for both 
configurations. CH4 concentration at saturation is slightly different for the cases investigated because of the 
different values of pressure in the column, which depend on the gas hold-up. As consequence, the total mass 
of CH4 transferred from gas to liquid slightly varies, resulting in 5.55x10-5 kg, 5.50x10-5 and 5.49x10-5 for 1-
hole inlet configuration for 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 m/s inlet velocity, respectively; and 5.55x10-5 kg, 5.53x10-5 and 
5.39x10-5 for 10-holes inlet configuration for 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 m/s inlet velocity, respectively.  
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Figure 1. Trends of dissolved CH4 concentration during simulated experiments at column height y=1.125m: 1-
hole inlet configuration a); 10-holes inlet configuration b) 

The time for saturating the column reduced by increasing the inlet gas velocity and by passing from 1-hole 
inlet to 10 10-holes inlet because of the higher CH4 flow rate (Table 1). In particular, the saturation times are 
1650 s, 1100 s, and 870 s for 1-hole inlet configuration, and 185 s, 175 s, and 135 s for 10-holes inlet 
configuration, for vin equal to 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 m/s, respectively. 

Figure 2. CH4 mass transfer during simulated experiments: 1-hole inlet configuration a); 10-holes inlet 
configuration b) 

In Figure 2, CH4 mass transfer rate as a function of time for the investigated inlet velocities is shown for 1-hole 
(Figure 2.a) and 10-holes (Figure 2.b) inlet configurations. The higher the inlet velocities, the higher the 
transfer rate; however, for all the velocities investigated, the mass transfer rate achieved a peak, after which it 
reduced up to zero when CH4 concentration becomes equal to saturation one. In particular, the mass transfer 
rate results in the order of magnitude of 10-7 kg/s and 10-6 kg/s for 1-hole and 10-holes inlet configurations, 
respectively. This behaviour is related to the greater gas flow rate with the 10-holes inlet configuration, which 
is ten-time higher than the CH4 mass transfer rate achieved with the 1-hole inlet configuration. Figure  3 and 
Figure 5 display the concentration contours of CH4 in water for 1-hole inlet configuration at 500 and 2000 s 
(saturation), respectively, at all the velocities investigated; Figure 5 and Figure 6 display the concentration 
contours of CH4 in water for the 10-holes inlet configuration at 50 s and 300 s (saturation), respectively. The 
variation of methane concentration in the liquid phase strongly depends on the inlet configuration, i.e. fluid 
dynamic conditions. The contours show that the methane concentration reduces by distancing from the inlet 
holes. With the 10-holes inlet configuration the dispersion of methane was characterised by a stratified 
distribution, while with 1-hole inlet configuration the dispersion of methane showed a vertical distribution. At 
saturation, the variation of the methane concentration is related to the variation of gas hold-up and 
pressure along the column. 

Figure 3. Concentration contours of CH4 for 1-hole inlet configuration at 500 s at different inlet gas velocities: 
0.3 m/s a), 0.5 m/s b), 0.7 m/s c)   
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Figure 4. Concentration contours of CH4 for 1-hole inlet configuration at 2000 s at different inlet gas velocities: 
0.3 m/s a), 0.5 m/s b), 0.7 m/s c)  

Figure 5. Concentration contours of CH4 for 10-holes inlet configuration at 50 s at different inlet gas velocities: 
0.3 m/s a), 0.5 m/s b), 0.7 m/s c) 

Figure 6. Concentration contours of CH4 for 10-holes inlet configuration at 300 s at different inlet gas 
velocities: 0.3 m/s a), 0.5 m/s b), 0.7 m/s c) 

4. Conclusions

The mass transfer of CH4 to water in a bubble column at the incipient turbulent regime (Re = 1004) was 
investigated by varying the inlet gas velocities and the number of the inlet holes of the gas. For the fluid 
dynamic conditions considered, the mass transfer coefficient value was equal to 0.00044 m/s. The higher the 
inlet velocities, the lower the time required to saturate the column with methane for both the inlet 
configurations. Moreover, by keeping constant the inlet velocity, the saturation time reduces by increasing the 
number of inlet holes, which corresponds to the increase of the methane flow rate. The mass transfer rate 
increases by increasing the inlet velocities; in particular, the trend of the mass transfer rate is characterised by 
the achievement of a pick, after which it reduces to zero when CH4 concentration in the liquid becomes equal 
to saturation one. The variation of the methane concentration in the liquid phase is related to the inlet 
configuration, i.e. the fluid dynamic conditions; in particular, at saturation, the variation of the methane 
concentration depends on the variation of gas hold-up and pressure along the column. 
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